Advantage Sentencing Alternative Programs, Inc.
309 E. Joppa Road, Towson, Maryland 21286
Office: 410-832-1717 Fax: 410-832-1719

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
1. Pick a centrally located place in your home to set your box. Do not place the box in
the basement, in the kitchen, directly next to any appliance, or near anything mirrored.
2. Place the box on a table about waist high. A wooden table will give you your best
range. The table cannot be glass, mirrored, or metal.
3. Do not set any objects directly on top or underneath of the box. It should sit directly
on the table.
4. Plug the electrical cord into the back of the box and directly into the wall socket. Do
not plug it into a power strip or extension cord.
5. Plug the telephone cord into the back of the box and directly into the jack in the wall.
Do not use any type of splitter or extensions on this jack. A corded phone may be
connected to the back of the box.
6. Allow fifteen (15) minutes for the box to communicate and download before you begin
testing your range. Stay off of the phone during this time.
7. After the power and range light are solid and the telephone light has turned off, you
may begin testing your range.
8. Have someone stand at the box to watch the Range light, to make sure it stays solid.
9. Move two (2) feet from the box and stay at this location for one (1) minute. Continue
moving throughout your house, staying at each new location for at least one minutes.
10. If the range light flickers or goes out, you are out of range and are required to remain
out of this area of your home during your entire sentence on home detention.
Basements do not get range and you must remain out of your basement.
11. You are only permitted to test your range as far as your front and back doors.
12. You must remain inside of your home/range limit at all times unless you have a preapproved schedule submitted twenty-four hours in advance.
13. Unexplained/unverifiable outings are violations and are sent to the local police
station daily! Violations are subject to incarceration.
14. Any questions please contact out office.

